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CLUB EVENTS

Inside the cockpit of a MG K1 at the
Pre’56 Rally in Whanganui. Photo
Dean Gray.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Hi everyone. It’s autumn again with
some good MG weather for our
trips. Welcome to all our newer, and
older, readers of our fine MaG, and
may you share in the fun of our
coming events.
Just seasonal rewards have arrived
for our gardening efforts by way of
vegetables, fruit, flowers plus a
garden award. Autumn colours were
arriving earlier with the drought
conditions.
As I write, International Woman’s
Day has been celebrated on
television.
Early
last
century
Dorothy Levitt’s career as the first woman driver faced a lot of opposition (and dismay) entering into
the racing scene. I enjoyed the bit where she recommended having her make-up mirror handy…
thus inventing the first rear vision mirror. Read more by Googling ‘Pioneer Women Drivers’ (or
petrol heads could try ‘Badass Female (or Male) Race Car Drivers’.) These were before the MG
cars were on the road but even before then women were accepted in the racing pits or driving.
Since then we have praised Syble Lupp as well as many others, including our honourable
Secretary doing it well.
Our club is well balanced with a healthy mixture of women and men on Committee as Members
with much appreciated skills to share. (I think we are all well accepted!)
The run to Cheviot to support their businesses was especially enjoyed as we hadn’t driven on the
road north of Waipara for some time. Well done and thanks to Ted and Barbara.

Undeterred by low cloud and light drizzle the Sunset run was enjoyed by our members. Read about
it elsewhere.
Didn’t our Canterbury team do so well at Wanganui on the Pre’56 Rally bringing home so many
trophies exhibited on Club night. Pity the Wairau Valley Road threw stones at them. Our club night
was so well attended it exceeded the numbers sent in earlier. Cashmere Club staff managed to
cater for the extra numbers (luckily) but a reminder had to be announced to please advise the
committee or Jenny Steere to book the dinner by the Thursday. Leonid entertained us with his
information and slides of Russian re-builds, and Russian cars at the last meeting. Good one
Leonid!
I enjoy the motoring, trips, competitions, varied events planned, dining out, picnicking amongst our
lovely cars with so many of you like-minded friends.
See you there.

Shirley Johnson
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EDITORIAL
I remember well that old Fred Dagg song ‘We don’t
know how lucky we are’. My mind was jogged after
reading the article on page 26 & 27 in this issue of
the Canterbury MaG ‘An Australian perspective’
where Dave & Laurel Godwin and Peter Cook
mention that the Australian and UK authorities would
never allow an autocross similar to that at our Pre’56
Rally in Whanaganui.
In the September issue of The Automobile there is
an interesting article headed ‘Regulators on the
March’. It berates the new London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, for proposing a blanket ban on older cars
in his aim to clean up a foully polluted Oxford Street. Meanwhile FIVA has called for a
Europe–wide definition of what constitutes a ‘historic vehicle’. They stipulate that such a vehicle,
whatever it turns out to be, should be ‘preserved and maintained in a historically correct condition
and not used as a means of daily transport’.
Already in Australia, if your old car has concessionary ‘historic’ registration you are not allowed to
use it regularly and you are required to fill in a log book of each journey. Over the Christmas
period I was having a discussion with an Australian relative comparing the costs of insurance and
registration of my two MGs to his historic motor cycle. He nearly dropped his didgeridoo when I
told him that the annual registrations for my two MGs were just $51.84 each and that the total
insurance cost was under $400 for both (combined insured value $55k). The registration alone
for his historic motorcycle is over $700!
‘We don’t know how lucky we are Trev’.
An old friend, Paul Wilson, is the subject of the member interview although at Paul’s request we
have changed the format a little. John McDonald’s regular ‘Archives column’ also continues with
more of Paul’s exploits. Fascinating stuff and I always feel proud to record a little more of our
historic club activities and some of the characters who were involved.
Stu Moore and Dren Errington have an excellent and extensive coverage of the recent Pre’56
Rally in Whanganui and the Art Deco celebrations in Napier immediately prior to the rally. The
icing on the cake was that most of the trophies in Whanganui were won by our club members.
Through my good friend Dean Gray, I was able to secure the article by Dave & Laurel Godwin on
the Australian perspective at the rally which makes great reading. Dean also took the cover
photograph for this MaG.
I thank all of our members who have supplied reports on events this month and also those who
continue to send me photographs, particularly David Johnson, Frank Sin, Stu Moore, David
Provan, Tony Reid and Sandra Frame.
I once again thank Val and Judith Bain for their very valuable behind the scenes input into the
Canterbury MaG.
I look forward to catching up with you at a MG event soon.

David Blackwell
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CLUB CAPTAIN’S REPORT

A couple of weekends back I was in Warkworth to
attend a family wedding. Sitting on a motel deck
with a coffee on the Saturday morning I watched the
stop-start movement of Auckland traffic creeping
north on SH1. Dotted amongst the line of traffic
were many gorgeous vintage cars, obviously on a
run out of Auckland.
I wondered if the run
organisers had anticipated that on a sunny, but
ordinary Saturday, their 30min route from North
Shore to Warkworth would take 90mins. Were they
all running late for a lunch booking, I wondered?
When living in Wellington, as a run organiser it was
important to keep in mind the horrors that could be
thrown up on the Levin to Kapiti Highway, especially on the homeward journey. It is a
treacherous piece of road with high volumes of traffic returning to the Capital on a Sunday
afternoon. There is little choice of an alternate route to get through this series of accident
blackspots. Drivers of classic cars do not take kindly to sitting in slow moving traffic in the heat of
a summer afternoon, even when the morning run was pleasantly uneventful.
Aren’t we lucky to live in Christchurch? Yes, but we do have our own brand of event disruption.
Tony & I had an interesting planning challenge when arranging the hilltop spot for MGCC’s
Sunset Run. Easy enough task we thought as we set off for a pleasant mid-afternoon drive of the
many local hill roads, map in hand, in search of the right ‘sunset’ place. A week later fires lit up
the hills above our chosen spot, homes in the area evacuated. Many MGCC members were
forced to leave their homes for a few days. The access road to our chosen sunset location was
closed.
We came up with Plan B location, but 2 days later that also was in the disaster zone. Plan C was
to be lovely Victoria Park, but no, within a day access to the top of Dyers Pass was closed as the
fire spread. Wind fanned the flames and smoke drifted over the hill suburbs. Not ideal for drinks
and nibbles watching the sun go down.
The day before the Sunset Run, in drizzle, Tony and I ventured out again to find another location.
It needed to be sheltered from the weather and a nasty persistent wind. This time we headed to
where some of the worst of earthquake damage occurred. Nicholson Park at the top of
Scarborough Hill turned out to be an ideal location. (see Tony’s report)
Here in Christchurch, I have found it easy to be smug when hearing of weekend traffic woes of
North Island drivers trying to get out of their city. In Christchurch being stuck in a weekend traffic
jam is certainly uncommon. Traffic jams make people impatient and MG engines can overheat.
At worst, it can make you late for lunch or dinner; but it does not destroy homes. I no longer feel
so smug about living here in Christchurch.
Enjoy beautiful autumn driving…

S andra Frame
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“MY 20 PLUS MGS” - PAUL WILSON
“…...or something referred to as the MG disease.”
The above subject cannot be detailed in full as it would fill the bulletin. Every car has its own
story, and I will limit it to a few.
Me a petrolhead, never. I do however blame my grandfather and mother for the car disease.
The first photo below shows the family, my mother standing behind her father in their Cadillac at
the family home in Railway St. Mona Vale, Riccarton, about 1904.
The second photo was taken about 1955, the family SS1, our mode of transport then, the car I
learned to drive and get my licence.

Paul Wilson’s mother, as a young girl,
behind the driver of an early Cadillac, c 1904.
Location is Railway Road,
Mona Vale.

Paul on the running board of the family
Jaguar SS1, c 1955. Paul obtained his
driving licence in this car.

Enough of the dribble, onto
the real stuff, my MGs.
Actually my first car was
an Austin 7 followed by a
1936 Morris 8 sports,
purchased from a lady
member of the St. Albans
Tennis Club where I
played. Two of my uni
friends owned MGs, a Ford
powered J2 and the other
a P-type. How I coveted
those cars. My goal was set, I Paul’s first MG, an MG TC. Photo taken at Scarborough
had to own an MG, and found in the late 1950s.
my first proper car an MG TC
in BRG (British Racing Green). Wow! 12 months later I upgraded to a TF 1250, and when Robert Stewart departed to the UK his quick TF 1500 became mine. A really desirable MG.
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“MY 20 PLUS MGS” - PAUL WILSON
Ann and I had been together for 2 years, and prior to
getting married we purchased our first MG A, a 1958
model. The last I heard of it was about 15 years ago, it
had been pranged and the owner also left damaged.
The car was last seen in the West Melton area
unrepaired. Along with 1961 came a new Midget, the
first in the South Island. It had arrived with a grey
demonstrator which my good friend, and MG A owner
Alan Robb, was later able to buy.

Thus ended our MG ownership for some time. Family,
Craig and Victoria, house mortgage and in 1973 a
business to develop. During this period we had 2 Mini
Coopers, photo (next page) shows Martin Lee helping
with traction on a Peninsular rally. Martin drove a
Triumph TR3A, and also owned, and still does, an MG

Paul standing next to ‘Old Number
One’.
TD, which we will hopefully see on the
next Pre‘56 rally in the S I. Other cars
owned during this family period were
E type Jags, & 2 Porsche 911 and
various Lancias.
Business was going well, and
attention turned towards MGs again. A
customer of ours drove an OEW (Old
English White) sports A, and my
mind was set. I asked her about
purchasing the car but was told no.
Less than 6 months later, having
viewed several MG As, Mrs S, the
A owner, called in and advised me
their MG would be for sale, as her
husband had developed a terminal
nervous disorder, and if I wanted to
buy the car I needed to deal with her
father-in-law. I offered $14000, at
the time, 1984, this was a good
offer. I wanted that car. Through bad
advise the car remained unsold.
They tried auctions, sale on behalf
even tender and I had flagged it, and
kept looking. Some times things are

MG A roadster on the Grove Track while on
honeymoon, early 1960s.

First two Midgets in NZ. Grey car on left belonging
to dentist Alan Robb, red car on right with Paul &
Anne Wilson, c 1961, Christchurch.
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“MY 20 PLUS MGS” - PAUL WILSON
just not meant to be. One Sunday
night the phone rang, it was Mr S
the father-in-law. Would I pay
$14100 for the MG? Less than 24
hours later it was mine. On
collection at a ChCh warehouse,
paper work done, we went out
towards the car, about 30 metres
away Mr S turned towards me,
gave me the keys, turned and
walked away crying like a baby.
That action remains with me, it
could have been yesterday. That
car is in the garage and will
remain in the family, it has been Martin Lee assisting with the traction. Panama Road,
Banks Peninsular, c November 1964. Lupp Cup event.
with us 30 plus years.
My other long ownership MG A is
the iris blue coupe, the ex T David
Craig car. David was an MG A
man. In 1956 David purchased a
new A sports from the Invercargill
agents, raced and rallied over a 4
year period. Now owned by Neil
Manchester in Washdyke. In 1964
David purchased the blue coupe
and used it as his every day car.
Again raced and rallied over a 7
year period, some 50,000 miles.
Then it disappeared with David to
Gore, of all places. Again I tried to
find it, it was one of the last built,
and a very desirable MG. Sunday
night, it all happens on Sunday,
George Calder, a Riley man and
well known to many members,
phoned to say he had found
David’s old car in Napier. $20 000
later it was mine. Hand painted in
green, in really shocking condition
but it did not matter, it was the TD
car. It shares the garage with the
Lawrence S one.

MG A 1600 Mk 1, which Paul owned for more than 30
years. A lovely original motor car.

MG A fixed-head coupe, formerly
owned by David Craig, which
Paul has also owned for more
than 30 years.
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ARCHIVES
by John McDonald.
This time I’m indebted to long time member,
Paul Wilson, who has made available for the
MGCC archives some interesting photos
relating to his personal involvement with the
marque.
Paul‘s first MG was a TC, and while the
models owned have changed he’s remained
faithful to the brand to this day. Picking on just
one I’ll mention the MG TF 1500. Our first
photo shows the car at the Rakaia Gorge, with
wife to be Ann alongside. Try standing on that spot and taking a photo today………
Being a true enthusiast, Paul used the TF
as the factory intended, in the second
photo Paul is shown in action during a hill
climb at Lyttelton. Stripped of front guards,
screen down, a wonderful period photo by
an unnamed photographer, but with all the
hallmarks of Euan Sarginson. Former
owner Rob Stewart (Jnr) was equally
enthusiastic, that’s him in the third photo in
extremis at Waimate in 1961. That caption
also mentions that “at Wigram he made his
name off the track more than on it during
the Friday practice….”
A photograph taken in 1972 of the Main North Rd in
Christchurch, shows a near new MG BGT heading
north, and with the registration showing clearly as
DJ3385. I wondered if it had survived. It had, and
while not owned by a MGCC Canty member it
attended the 50th anniversary of the MG B in
October 2012 at Akaroa.
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TRIPLE M JANUARY
Wednesday January 18
By Crystal and Stuart Munro
Approximately 18 cars (not all of them MGs) and
35 people gathered at Yaldhurst on an overcast
morning with rain threatening. The Weather
Gods were kind to us and the rain that did
eventually arrive did not spoil the day. We
travelled up the Main West Coast Road to
Darfield and stopped at the Darfield Bakery
where many of us enjoyed a coffee and food
from the huge selection available. Following our
coffee stop, it was through Waddington, onto
Gorge Road, over the Waimakariri Gorge bridge
with its beautiful views and then on to Oxford.
Travelling through this part of our countryside is
never boring and the landscape was looking lush and green. Those of us who had not packed a
picnic lunch stopped at the Main Street Bakery and Café Restaurant where once again the
selection of food was outstanding. The famous Sheffield pies seemed to be a popular choice.
With food on board we motored on to Ribblesdale Gardens where we were warmly welcomed by
our host Denise Illingworth. Following lunch, which was eaten in the shelter of the courtyard, we
were given a brief run down on how the gardens have been developed over the past 25 years.
They are certainly a delight to see. The light rain that was falling by this time did not interfere
with our enjoyment of the gardens. To quote from Ribblesdale’s website ‘The garden will
surprise and enchant you – over the last 25 years it has been transformed into a succession of
surprises as you move from one landscaped area to the next. Friendly fantails follow you around
while you chance upon a fragrant garden, hosta haven, secret garden, stumpery, native garden,
moonlight garden, butterfly boudoir, magnificent azalea and rhododendron garden, woodland
garden and parkland. The variety of textures and colour is endless.’ Stuart and I particularly
enjoyed the quirkiness of many parts of the gardens. Old bicycles and farm implements
strategically placed, painted shed walls, water features
and hens doing what hens do best all added to the
ambience and enjoyment of the gardens, not to mention
the wonderful plants available at reasonable cost in the
nursery. Many thanks Bob and Fay Powell for
organising a thoroughly enjoyable day out.
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TRIPLE M FEBRUARY
Wednesday February 15
By Bob Powell
The day dawned clear with a beautiful day
forecasted, and so it was. I could leave the
top down with no objections from ‘she who
must be obeyed’!
A group of 29 bods and 16 cars (2 were
visitors in a Porche) met at the Peg Hotel,
Belfast to be given run instructions (and
options) by Ted and Barbara Clarke.
There was an absence of pre 1956 cars
because they were on their way to the Pre
‘56 Rally being in Wanganui.
We left the Peg for a short run to the Brick Mill Café at Waikuku for a mandatory coffee. George
and Lorraine Skevington met us there, but didn’t continue on the run with us.
Ted and Barbara had decided that Cheviot was
to be our destination to support a North
Canterbury town suffering a decline in patronage
since the Main North Road traffic had been
diverted through the inland route due to the
Kaikoura earthquakes.
Everyone arrived on time in Cheviot at the
appointed Paddock Café. As far as I know,
none had chosen the ‘adventure option’ of a
40km run on gravel roads – all opted for the
tar-sealed highway.

After a good lunch, many wandered around the
town with some improving their knowledge at the museum before driving into the Cheviot Domain
to survey the cricket ground and the foundation remains of Ready Money Robinson’s homestead
which was destroyed in a 1936 fire. The surrounding parkland is well planted with oaks etc and
the daffodils must make a lovely sight in spring.
Ted and Barbara then gave us some options for our return to Christchurch – stick to the main
highway, take the road to Gore Bay, Port Robinson and Hurunui Mouth before returning to the
main highway, or at Hurunui Mouth cross the river bridge and continue on to Motunau Beach
Road before returning to the main highway via Greta Valley.

President Shirley and David Johnson chose to visit Motunau Beach because of David’s earlier
associations when teaching in this area.
The day was a cracker, and as far as I know – without event.
Thanks Ted and Barbara for a happy and easy Triple M day.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

~ SUBMIT YOUR BEST MG SHOTS ~
~ CLUB MEMBERS TO CHOOSE FOR
2018 MGCC CALENDAR ~

NO LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES YOU MAY SUBMIT
ALL ENTRIES TO BE PRINTED FOR DISPLAY AND VOTING CLUB NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 1ST (HOME PRINTER STANDARD, A4 MAX SIZE)
PHOTOS TO HAVE MODEL TYPE WRITTEN AT BOTTOM
BRING ENTRIES TO SEPTEMBER CLUB NIGHT OR GET PRINTED COPIES
TO LEONID VIA MGCC PO BOX.
WINNERS TO SUBMIT DIGITAL COPY OF SHOT TO LEONID BY 7TH SEPT
FOR CALENDAR PRINTING . PHOTOS CAN BE ACTION, STILL OR HAVE A
NOVELTY MG ASPECT
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CONCOURS d’ETAT & PRESIDENT’S BBQ
The President’s BBQ held at the Girl Guides Centre, Cracroft,
Friday January 20.
Results
1st. Jenny Steere MG TF
2nd. Lawrie Steere MG A Twin cam
3rd. Robyn Struthers MG F
4th. Shirley Johnson MG BGT
Right. Judges David Provan &
Dren Errington hard at work.
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MEMBER CARTOON / ANDREW WEBSTER

Thanks to Judith and Allan Bain.
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MG NATIONAL RALLY - TIMARU 2018

SUN 25 MARCH—THURS 29 MARCH
(GOOD FRIDAY 30 MARCH)
MG Car Club (Canterbury Centre Inc) is holding the next MG National Car Club Rally in TIMARU the week
before Easter 2018. Mark the dates on your fridge – You haven’t got a 2018 Diary yet!
Sunday 25th

Registration - at Sopheze Tea Rooms, Caroline Bay
Noggin n Natter + Barbeque Meal at Sopheze

Monday 26th

Concours - Caroline Bay

Tuesday 27th

Scenic trial through stunning South Canterbury countryside

Wednesday 28th

Sprint and Motokhana at Levels Raceway
Prizegiving Dinner – slap up evening at The Landing, Timaru

Thursday 29th

Full Breakfast Farewell - Sopheze, Caroline Bay before you head:
~ towards Central Otago for Wings Over Wanaka
~ for more fantastic touring around the South Island
~ towards home

This event will be well organised and loads of fun, with most Venues within easy walking distance from the
suggested motels. Make your accommodation booking soon at:
Bay Viaduct Motor Lodge

6 Wai-iti Rd, Timaru
www.bayviaduct.co.nz

Harbour View Motel

8 Evans St, Timaru
www.harbourviewmoteltimaru.co.nz

Panorama Motor Lodge

52 The Bay Hill, Timaru
www.panorama.net.nz

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Need more information?

Contact Sandra Frame at 0223022622 or framereid229@gmail.com
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COMING EVENTS
From time to time there is a need to change the date, time, and some other aspect of an event
due to weather or some other unforeseen circumstance.
Please check our website www.mgcarclubcanterbury.nz for any changes.
Internet banking details page 1
Friday April 7

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal and the drinks are certainly not downtown prices. Sometimes a speaker
but normally just a great time to catch up with other like-minded MGers. If a committee member
does not ring you and you intend to be there please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be
sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Sunday April 2

Kimber Run

Cashmere Club 11.30am

Destination is Diamond Harbour for a picnic lunch with a special cake to celebrate Cecil Kimber’s
birthday. If you have a gold card you might like to take a free boat trip to Lyttelton in the afternoon
or just enjoy the convivial atmosphere amongst fellow MGists.
Stuart & Tessa Castle 358 2095

Easter 14 –17 April

Classic Fighters Blenheim

Accommodation is now booked and allocated If you wish to join the MG party at Easter in
Blenheim please contact Trevor as soon as possible.
Trevor Ingham 358 4021
Wednesday April 19

Triple M run

Cashmere Club 10.30am

This run is especially for those who are free on weekdays. A different organiser each time (a
volunteer from a previous run) will take us on a ramble to a suitable picnic spot, with an
occasional visit to a place of interest on route. BYO lunch or pick up refreshments on route.
Geoff Stemmer 0274 322 087
Friday May 5

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal and the drinks are certainly not downtown prices. Sometimes a speaker
but normally just a great time to catch up with other like-minded MGers. If a committee member
does not ring you and you intend to be there please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be
sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Sunday May 14

Motorkhana

Rolleston 1.00pm

Motorkhana to test your motoring and mental skills at this popular event, a fun afternoon
followed by a BBQ to round off the day. Location: Brett O'Rourke's property – 394 Hoskyns
Road, Rolleston – details on the MG Club web site. Cost: $10.00 per driver for club member; $20
per driver for non-members, this includes a one day club membership.
Bob McIntosh 384 5425
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Wednesday May 17

Triple M run

Cashmere Club 10.30am

This run is especially for those who are free on weekdays. A short run to this event. You will need
some gold coins to facilitate the operational aspect of the facility that we will visit. BYO lunch or pick
up refreshments on route.
Bob McIntosh 384 5425 / 021 0871 8057
Friday June 2

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal and the drinks are certainly not downtown prices. Sometimes a speaker
but normally just a great time to catch up with other like-minded MGers. If a committee member
does not ring you and you intend to be there please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be
sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
Sat June 3—Mon June 5

Sunrise to Sunset

Start location TBC

Early start on Saturday for a 7.53am sunrise breakfast on the East Coast then drive over the pass
to the West Coast to toast the 17.10 sunset. Other activities are being planned for Sunday before
returning east on Monday. Contact Sandra or Tony to secure your accommodation.
Sandra Frame 022 302 2622, Tony Reid 021 243 7412

Sunday June 18

Breakfast and morning trial

Location & time TBC

Sandra & Tony are putting this together. Last year there was a huge turnout and we are sure this
year will be no different. More detail in the next MaG or check the website closer to the date.
Sandra Frame 022 302 2622, Tony Reid 021 243 7412
Wednesday June 21

Triple M run

Location & departure time TBC

This run is especially for those who are free on weekdays. A different organiser each time (a
volunteer from a previous run) will take us on a ramble to a suitable picnic spot, with an occasional
visit to a place of interest on route. BYO lunch or pick up refreshments on route.
Leonid & Elena Itskovich 358 5990

Friday July 7

Club night

Cashmere Club 7.30pm

Our regular monthly meeting at the Cashmere Club, 50 Colombo Street, Beckenham. Dinner is just
$15 for a two course meal and the drinks are certainly not downtown prices. Sometimes a speaker
but normally just a great time to catch up with other like-minded MGers. If a committee member
does not ring you and you intend to be there please contact Jenny so that correct numbers can be
sent to the caterer.
Jenny Steere 365 0151
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MGs to ART DECO & the PRE’56 MG RALLY
Days 1 & 2
By Stu Moore
Wednesday February 15
Nowadays it is a long way to Picton from Christchurch, so Dren & Di and I set off at 7.20 am to
meet up with the rest of the team at the Red Post Café in Culverden for coffee about 9.30. That
worked and we (now about 10 MGs) toured through the Lewis Pass and Murchison for lunch at
the Red Barn. We made fairly good time until the St Arnaud turn off where there were plenty of
one-way ‘road works’ (but not very well) sections where we were stopped and started, then
drove slowly on (30k). And so it was after 5pm when we arrived at our motel at Waikawa. Bruce
Airns knows all the rules up that way, so he arranged a taxi mini bus to take us to tea at the Jolly
Roger at the Marina, where we had a jolly fine dinner and a couple of drinks. Back at the motels
we watched the report on the Port Hills fire, which was a little worrying for the Hopkins,
Erringtons and myself, but we didn’t have to
evacuate because we weren’t there! We got first
hand information over the next few days via Ian
Hopkins, son of Bill & Margaret and Richard Reid
son of Matthew and Ollie who was out there
fighting the fire with the volunteer Fire Service.

Thursday February 16
We were booked on the 2.15pm ferry, so we
‘sightsaw’ around Picton and drank coffees with
brunch before heading off to line up. Some
confusion here as there were the old signs to show
where we used to go, as well as new ones (in a
different place) showing us where to go to the new
place to queue. That sorted then Ken Hand found a
small oil ‘weep’ from the oil filter on his TD, so he
tightened it up, with dire consequences. It split the
rubber seal and he left a rather large ‘oil slick’ onto
Bill & Margaret Hopkins TF, Ross &
the boat. Fortunately the crew noticed and after
Chris Butler and Ollie & Matthew Reid
some discussion allowed Bruce Airns to tow him off
TDs, last MGs aboard the ferry at
the boat at Wellington where George Walter had left Picton.
a new oil canister, seals, more oil etc. We were also
joined here by Phil and Marta Redhead (Aus) who were to use Pat and Colleen’s MG A for the
tour and for the rally. Eventually we all managed to end up at the Totara Lodge, Trentham, our
overnight accommodation, although thanks to Mr Google’s vagaries some came by slightly
longer routes than others. We were now 27 bodies and the motel had a long table all set up for
our evening meal with a special $10 steak menu which many took advantage of. So the South
Island team now consisted of Erringtons, Hopkins, Provans, Sargeants, Redheads, O’Connells,
Airns, Hands, Butlers, Poyntons, Steeres, Reids, Ingham, Dempsters, and your scribe. Andy
Webster and the Browns (not with their TF) were to join us in Napier. The Brehauts, Pat Quinn,
and Peter Croft (the Godfather) were taking the direct route to Whanganui which would complete
team Canterbury. How about that for a turnout from the Mainland!
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Day 3 and beyond
By Dren Errington
Friday morning and ‘rain drops kept falling on my head’
as I put the hood up and loaded the luggage. Matthew
and I were the only weather optimists, the rest of the
team had been clever and listened to the forecast.
The route to Napier via Masterton, Ekatahuna,
Pahiatua etc was some 190 trouble free, but very wet,
miles away (pre’56 cars measure distances properly in miles). Well almost trouble free, Phil and Marta our
Aussie mates fell off the radar north Pahiatua with a
dud water pump. Release the pressure, refill with
water and continue for a late lunch at Dannevirke.
Here Lawrie made a quick call to Paul Walbran Motors
and a new pump was on its way to Napier.

The most elegant and stylish lady,
Margaret Provan, and some chap
The remainder of the trip really was trouble free and by who also thinks she looked pretty
5 pm we were climbing into our ‘30s fancy dress for the good.
VCC’s Grand Opening at the Municipal Theatre. ‘And
what a grand affair that was daharling!’ A couple of
hundred, generally elderly folk all dressed in thirties
outfits nibbling delicious finger food and supping
cocktails. The Great Gatsby was alive and well driving
a Packard or maybe a Bentley (the Bentley Owners
club were there in force as part of their NZ Tour).
Highlight of the evening was the Ladies Most Elegant
Costume parade. Some 14 ladies were paraded by the
local identity Bertie and judged by local experts as to
their ‘30s costume, style and elegance. Three genuine
ladies from our team entered, Jenny Steere, Marta
Redhead (Spanish ‘30s elegance) and Margaret
Provan. And it was Margaret who was quite rightly
judged the most stylish and elegant lady there in a
costume she had made herself. Her (first) prize was a
large Art Deco style plaque and a voucher for an
enormous sum of money to be spent at a local Art
Deco boutique.
Next morning it was off to the nearby VCC club rooms
Di and Dren Errington Art Deco
for morning tea and a trial/tour of the surrounding town
Sunday morning. “I am going to
and countryside. The rather damp car park (it was still
take you for a drive.”
drizzling) was overflowing with some very beautiful
vintage vehicles. Not only were there around 40 MGs, our numbers swollen by contingents
from all over the North Is, but also 20 or so Bentleys, plus Packards, Bugattis, Rollers and
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many lesser makes from the first 50 years of
20th century motoring
We nearly missed the trial/tour, too busy
talking to old friends from all over, but finally
managed to get away and complete the run
(after the final control had closed) and arrived
in town for the Grand Parade. The main
streets of the city were lined with costumed
crowds who oohed and aahhed at the same
Bentleys, Packards, Rolls, Bugattis and of
course about 20 pre war MGs, along with
hundreds of Model As (well it seemed that
way) and others from the VCC’s carpark.
There was so much chatter and laughter
in the crowd and with the occupants of
the beautiful cars. With no barriers, few
security people and everyone within
touching distance there was no
misbehaviour,
evoking
childhood
memories of street parades of yesteryear.
Half way through all this the sun finally
came out and as the parade finished all
the vintage cars, plus our more modern
MGs, were parked along the city’s lovely
Marine Parade as the crowds moved in
for close-ups, repaired to cafes and bars
for appropriate sustenance or just
strolled around the lovely Art Deco
buildings (that make up central Napier)
listening to jazz bands, barber shop
quartets, watching buskers and
generally enjoying the atmosphere.

The biggest Bentley (8 litre) turns onto
Marine Parade.

A large contingent of MGs at the Art Deco VCC
breakfast.

Sunday saw us all back at the VCC
clubrooms for a full English breakfast
with more entertainment including jazz
and pipe bands (but not at the same
time) and for some a scratch around
the club’s spares shed. Most of our
team seemed to find some little
treasure they couldn’t live without.
After lunch it was back to town for the
afternoon’s entertainment, the gazebo Lawrie & Jenny Steere dressed for the occasion.
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picnics. The lawns along Marine Parade and footpaths on the main street were lined with
picnickers with elaborate 30’s picnic stuff, tables with lace cloths,
the best china, wind-up record players, candelabras etc and still
everybody, picnickers and spectators alike, were in costume.
The day was rounded off with a BBQ dinner at a seaside hotel for
all the MG people at the festival, around 90 of us, courtesy of
hotelier and owner of the ex-Gordon Vogtherr VA, David
Mackersey. A delightful way to finish off the weekend with so
many MG friends, although it was a comparatively early night in
preparation for the morning’s early start for the cross-country run
to Whanganui.
Another Day
Early morning drizzle again, this is sunny Napier? Never mind
we’re on the road early for the infamous Gentle Annie road from
Napier to Waiouru then around the back of the mountains,
Ruapehu, Tongariro and Ngauruhoe, to Ohakune. Then it’s over
the Paraparas and down the Whanganui River (not on, just alongside) to Rally HQ at the Kingsgate Whanganui, only 180 miles
today.

Andy Webster checking
water levels on his new
MG A.

Gentle Annie has had her teeth removed, the corrugations have gone and it’s seal all the way. It
must have been a real trek in the early days but now it’s a breeze, in fact a great MG road.
There was lots of winding bits, up and down, with great views of a somewhat bleak countryside
for the first 50 miles, then of large high country farms with lots of sheep and tussock for the next
fifty to our lunch stop at Waiouru. With David Provan in the peloton the Military Museum there
was a must. Then it was around the back of the mountains, through Ohakune and Raetihi over
the hills and down the river to Rally HQ by mid afternoon, after another trouble free run, to
register for the 21st Anniversary Pre’56 MG Rally.

Petrol stop for Pat & Colleen O’Connell at the top of Gentle Annie.
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The 21st Pre’56 MG Rally Whanganui
By Dren Errington
The Whanganui Rally was everything we could have expected. The first evening’s noggin’ and
BBQ set just the right tone with sausages and meat patties, a glass or two of good cheer and
lots of chatter amongst the one hundred and forty folk that had gathered at the Kingsgate
Whanganui.
Tuesday morning the Concours
d’etat was in a tree lined area of
Queens Park overlooking the city,
and what a splendid line-up. From
Pat Widdup’s 1931 M type, via Gary
Wall’s SVW and TA collection to the
MG A 1600 Mk II deluxe of Stu
Moore, the 70 odd MGs looked
stunning. For all except the judging
panel there was plenty of time to
wander, gaze and chat before
adjourning to the City Library next
door for a coffee and muffin to
sustain us through the rigors of the
day.
By early afternoon it was all
over. A small group took their MGs to Concours: Pre-wars right to left. Pat Widdup M type,
a nearby rest home for the Peter Croft J2, Pat O’Connell F2, John Hancock K1
delectation of the residents, while the special.
rest checked out the city and surrounds or relaxed.
Wednesday was clear and sunny as we
Memorial Observation run. This was set
Selwyn, their wives and children were
all there to support Gay on her first
rally without Bill for more than 50 years.
Soon there were MGs all over town as
we worked our way through the
suburban streets of Whanganui, then
out in to the country for a drive through
the Bason Botanic gardens then on via
some perfect MG country roads to our
lunch stop, the Bushy Park Homestead
and its predator-free sanctuary. The
homestead, built in 1902, commands a
stunning view across rolling farm land.
It is being sympathetically restored and
we were able to wander through its many

gathered in the hotel car park for the Bill Baxter
by Gay Baxter whose entire family Dean, Ian and

Exploring Whanganui in the Bill Baxter Memorial
Observation Run.
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rooms, the garden and an
interesting wetlands area before
enjoying an excellent lunch. Fully
replenished we tackled the
afternoon’s observations heading
east across the river out into the
country and then back to the final
control at the Kingsgate.
The evening’s entertainment was
another tradition, the Register
Dinners. The party is broken up
into groups related to MG Models
to dine and chat and all agree
why our model is by far the best.
Talk about one eyed!
Thursday was a little more Lawrie Steere burning up the course in the Gymkhana.
serious. The Gymkhana (note not ‘Motokhana’ – like miles this is for Pre’56ers), was four tests
against the stopwatch with lots of rules and regulations which are all forgotten when cleared to
start. Just go the right way, and
stop in the garage - not astride the
line. There were no reversing
tests, a couple of familiar ones,
‘decreasing circles’, ‘bent wiggle
woggle’ and another couple which
were not too complicated. This all
happened at the Whanganui
airport, not the busiest in the
country, in a field normally used
by the local model aircraft club,
set well back from the runway.
We all got faster as the day went
on, then got slower, Murphy was
as active as usual and by 1pm we
were all gymkhana’d out hot and
hungry. The city’s restaurants and Trevor Ingham enjoying the day with a big smile on
cafes helped out here. Then most his face.
of us repaired to the downtown
wharf to board the paddle steamer ‘Waimarie‘ for a gentle 2 hour steam up the Wanganui River
and back. This is a lovely trip that is a must for any visitor to the river city. That evening was
also free and so we sat on the lawn and chatted into the evening about how the older we get the
faster we were.
Friday still beautifully fine and we headed for the south coast and a very large parking area at
Castle Beach. Here was what appeared to be a simple double circle with flying start and
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finishing. It looked quite easy until
we actually got onto the circuit,
then the cones all looked to be in
the wrong
places, and we all got
lost. So each cone got a pointer for
the correct side to pass on and we
all got down to the business of testing our driving skills rather than our
memories. We were allowed at
least 3 timed runs which was
adequate, except for one or three
or six or seven amongst us who
kept wanting 'just one more' to
'really get it right'. Inevitably they
got faster then they got slower and
then we all went back to town to
The Paddle Steamer Waimarie loaded with MGists.
cool off and lunch. After lunch, while
two bus loads of rallyists did a 3 hour tour, a number of us took the lift to the viewing tower on
Durie Hill across the river. Then just to get a really good view we climbed the 176 steps up the
nearby 33.5m War Memorial Tower. (“Phil we really
don’t need to do this, pant, pant, heart rate
approaching 200. The view from the little tower is
just as nice”). From the top a stunning view of the
city and to the North the 3 mountains, Ruapehu,
Tongariro and Ngauruhoe, glistened in the distance
while to the West, Mt Egmont/Taranaki sat sulking
half covered in cloud.
And so to the final event, the prize giving, dine and
(maybe for those who could manage) dance. What
a stunning night it was for Canterbury, thanks
mainly to Matthew and Ollie Reid, Stu Moore, and
Jenny Steere who carried off the four top trophies, Above Dren Errington & below Stu
Overall Pre’56 MG winner (up to and including TFs) Moore at the Castle Beach autocross.
was Matthew with Ollie (TD) less than half a point
behind and taking the overall Ladies Trophy. In the
MG A/Z competition Stu collected the Overall trophy while Jenny collected the Ladies Trophy. Of
course they all succeeded in some of the individual
events. Stu won in the MG A/Z concours trophy
while Matthew and Ollie won the Trial outright. Not
to be out done Lawrie won the speed event by
9/100ths of a second over Stu with Jenny less than
1 sec behind in 3rd. Other trophy winners included
Geoff Brader, TF (Wgtn), gymkhana; Jane Hector
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ZB (Wgtn), gymkhana; John
Hancock K1 special (Akld),
peoples choice and Kim Walker
TC (Akld) Pre‘56 concours. Ricky
Pike, son of the late Gary Pike
(Hawke’s Bay) brought his father’s
TD along, had a go and took
home the Best First Timer trophy.
Great to see that car out again.
As it was the 21st Rally the
Wellington
based
organisers
thought it was time to recognise
those who had made a significant
contribution to the running of the
20 previous rallies over the past
40 years. With the Trophies all Matthew Reid full of concentration around the cones.
handed out, Michael Anderson and
George Walter, this rally’s key organisers, presented a very smart plaque to the couples and
individuals involved. The Cantabrians involved included Peter Croft one of the original organisers
(hence the Godfather title), Matthew Reid, Stu Moore, Pat and Colleen O’Connell, Margaret and
David Provan and Dren and Di Errington.
And so as the evening headed towards its conclusion the crowds dispersed apart from a handful
of (mostly Cantabs) stayers, keen to dance just a few more numbers, or in Stu’s case, to give a
thoroughly professional rendition of ‘Mac the Knife’ as the excellent band played on until
midnight.
Next morning, over an early breakfast, it was goodbyes all round then off early as most of the
Canterbury team were catching the afternoon ferry. We all made it back to Wellington with time
to spare despite an Air Show at Ohakea that required a major diversion via Palmerston North
and Shannon. By Sunday lunchtime we were all back on the Mainland and making the long trek
from Picton via St Arnaud to home. The advantage of Sunday travelling was all the road works
weren’t working and so we had only a few stop, start, 30 km stretches. Troubles - well of course
there had to be at least one and when Trevor stopped with a shattered windscreen just over the
hill from Picton we hoped that the break-down gods were satisfied. But no they required a further
sacrifice and it was Stu who came to an involuntary stop some 30 kms southwest of Blenheim.
Dead coil, yes that’s right, again, but it was ok as Lawrie had a spare - except that didn’t fix it.
But all was not lost. After further diagnosis, Lawrie made the trip back to Blenheim, picked up a
set of points, rotor and condenser, a quick fit and all was well all the way back to Christchurch.
The Marque of Friendship indeed.
Another great adventure! For most of us it was 10 or more days, in which we travelled over 1200
miles on some MaGic roads and in the delightful company of fellow MGists. We enjoyed
Napier’s unique Art Deco event and another excellent MG Rally in Whanganui. The good times
just keep rolling. A very big thank you to all those involved in putting this MiGhty Adventure
together.
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An Australian perspective
By Dave and Laurel Godwin
Gold Coast MG Car Club
Laurel and I had pre-planned 2017 a year ago, but a curved ball was to enter unexpectedly…
The Pre 1956 MG Register of New Zealand hold their gatherings every two years and as the
Gold Coast MG Car Club is the host club for our next Australian Pre War Rally, it sounded like a
good idea to visit the New
Zealand event to see how
they do things, to meet
the people and to invite
them to our Australian
event!
So the airfares, hire car
and motels were booked
in double quick time and
off we flew – into the
windy capital, Wellington,
in perfect weather!
As I have said so often
before, it’s the MGs that
bring us together but the
people that make us want
to keep coming back!
Lunch stop at Bushy Park Homestead, ‘MG Heaven’.
Gary and Heather Wall, near
Wellington, own 5 TAs and another 5 SVW’s – namely SAs, VAs and WAs – plus a few others!
Can you comprehend maintaining that many pre WW2 cars! And he very generously invites
people from around the world to drive them to the Pre’56 Rallies… This year, he had drivers
from the UK, USA, Holland, Australia and New Zealand.
Laurel and I had the pleasure of meeting Gary and Heather and the other 10 couples in
Martinborough and again in Napier at the annual Art Deco festival and later at Whanganui
(pronounced “Wong-a-nui”) at the Pre’56 Rally, so the international MG family expands once
again!

The Art Deco Festival was a real hoot! Males and females were equally keen to dress in their
1930s costumes and to strut around on show while taking part in the many festivities that were
on offer. A highlight for the chaps was the classic car display and drive-pass through the centre
of town (including approximately 20 pre war Bentleys and 30 MGs), while the Ladies enjoyed the
shops, the fashion shows, the dancing and the street entertainment.
After 3 days of serious socialising, we all left Napier for Whanganui, with Laurel and I visiting a
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car graveyard at Horopito, en route,
that is hard to describe adequately
in words… Thousands of classic
cars are parked in fields and sheds
with many more thousands of parts
on shelves, in boxes or piled up for
the informed customer to rummage
through for that elusive part for an
obscure car that one has been
looking for during a lifetime! The
expression “Trash for some;
treasure for others” certainly applies
here!
Whanganui – What can I say!!! A
beautiful
river
setting;
colonial
Lining up for the Autocross at Castle Beach.
buildings; Maori churches and MGs
on every corner! The organisers, ably led by Michael Anderson, did a sterling job of keeping us
involved and entertained from Monday to Friday – a full 5 days!
The motorsport events included an observation run – a good way of getting one’s bearings around
the area. Then came the motorkhana on a grass field, with 4 tests to be repeated twice – and
what impressed me was the enthusiasm that the early 1930s M Type, L Type, N Type and F
Type drivers displayed along with
those in the newer MGs – including
the TCs, TDs, TFs and MG As.
Next was the Autocross – a sprint
around a sealed car park! Would
this be allowed in Australia? I don’t
think so! Peter Cook, Overseas
Director of the MG Car Club of the
UK said that it definitely would not
be allowed in the UK! However,
everyone gave it their best shots
and there were no incidents to
report, so maybe we are too overregulated in Australia and the UK
after all?

1931 MG M negotiates the cones.

On the social side, we were taken up the Whanganui River in a paddle steamer; driven around the
town in a coach with a very informative guide; enjoyed register dinners and the presentation night
with dancing. Towards the end of the festivities, I was given 10 minutes to extol the virtues of our
own pre war event planned for Yamba, northern New South Wales, to those present at the Rally,
in the hope that a few will bring their MGs to the Angorie Rainforest Resort in October this
year. Watch this space!
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SUNSET RUN
Sunday February 14
By Tony Reid
Now one would almost rely on
Christchurch mid-February turning
on a summer’s day. Correct? Well
not this year!!
The Hamiltons and the FrameReids had spent the day up at
Foxdown at another car club AGM
where it was blistering hot, so
drove back to Christchurch with
expectations of a beautiful Sunset
Run evening. As we got closer to
Christchurch, it was not the smoke
over the city we saw but the
blessed nor-east wind blowing in a A hardy team assemble at the Cashmere Club for the
sunset run. Note David Johnson’s artificial sun which
cold sea mist.
replaced the one nature did not send that day.
Assembly time for the run was 6.30
at the Cashmere Club and 11 brave souls did arrive on time.
The consensus was to continue with
the run as we all had picnic nibbles,
so off by direct route to Nicholson
Park above Scarborough. We were
in the mist, so just as well David
Johnstone brought his own sun, and
a beautiful round yellow one it was.
Sadly, no chance of the real thing,
although had it been clear it would
have been a beautiful view across
the city plain. Imagination is a
wonderful thing.
We commandeered a picnic table,
(no
competition
really)
and
proceeded with our picnic. Lots of
giggles, laughs, several glasses of wine, nibbles, and nuts before heading back to the warmth of
home.
Stories of DNA analysis leading to ancestry, overseas websites that tell where relatives/
ancestors come from were probably the pick of the conversation. Some people had interesting
genetic backgrounds, quite surprising.
As you can imagine we did get some very strange looks from the locals, especially for the hardy
folk with their tops-down.
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LAST OF THE SUMMER WINE

Sunday March 12
Occasionally summer throws a real rough one at us and the day of the Last of the Summer Wine
was one of those days. Our North Canterbury farmer friends were obviously welcoming the rain
to break years of drought but it was not conducive to top-down motoring in our MGs.
A large number of members assembled at Dunsandel for one of our more popular events. The
parking areas were a strange sight for a MG gathering as only a few hardy souls travelled by MG
in the atrocious weather.
Some followed the run arranged by Andrew Hewitt but most went direct to the Lake House at
Lake Hood for a convivial lunch with fellow MGists. Not great weather but great company.
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VCC SKOPE MEET / ‘OVER THE EDGE’

Above- Rick Jones, in his immaculate MG A, leads Ramon Farmer (Riley) into the front
straight at Ruapuna.
Below- Borrowed from the Banks Peninsular Branch of the VCC newsletter. Pat & Colleen
O’Connell starring in the re-make of ’Over the Edge’ during the Hoki Tour. A team,
including partly obscured former mayor Garry Moore, is discussing salvage operations.
Photo Shirley Owen.
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CLASSIFIEDS - NEW MEMBERS
For sale: MG BGT 1977
Very tidy condition. 4 Christchurch owners ,
64,000 original miles.
Genuine reason for selling. $13,000
Contact Stu Moore 332 4421
or 027 332 4422

For sale: MG ZT 2004
Great touring car in excellent condition.
75,000 kms. 2.5 Lt. V6 automatic, near
new tyres.
Imported from Japan by present owner
through MG Service Centre at 23,000kms.
Always garaged and lovingly maintained
by MG enthusiast. New cambelt at
53,000kms.
Any inspection welcome. $10,000
Contact Kevin 03 365 1938

New Members
Louella & Dave Baker

Nelson

MG B 1966

Keith & Lyn Pearce

Blenheim

MG F VVC 1997

A very warm welcome to the club.
We hope to see you often, enjoying the Marque of Friendship.
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We have been operating from our new purpose
built workshops since 1 September 2010.
Situated at 32 Pinewood Close, Mandeville, it is
just 20 minutes from the city.
approx 1 km further on past the intersection
of Bradleys and McHughs Roads at Mandeville
North.
Aside from the location, nothing else has
changed. the same friendly team you have
grown to know and rely on will continue to

P
-

ments for anything MG related.
We continue to hold many new and used MG F
parts, having dismantled more than 40 of these
fantastic little cars.
If you are looking to purchase an MG or other

M
E

(03) 365 0151
(03) 312 0173
027 221 2807
mgservicecentre@xtra.co.nz

South Island agents for
Paul Walbran Motors

CELEBRATING 37 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE TO MG OWNERS IN CANTERBURY
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Lawrie is delighted with the facilites and space in his new workshop
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